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Call  of the Wild 
The Robert Wiedmaier partnership behind Bethesda’s new Wildwood Kitchen 

 
Chef Robert Wiedmaier, known for his all-around generosity to patrons, purveyors, staff, and even the press—as 
well as being one of Washington’s most accomplished chefs—took an unprecedented step to protect his most 
devoted staff. With the opening of Wildwood Kitchen in Bethesda, MD [opened November 2012], Wiedmaier 
sponsored five of his most loyal team members by supporting their investment in the restaurant they are now 
running. 
 
By giving his team a significant stake in Wildwood Kitchen, Wiedmaier is not only providing security for these 
dedicated managers, but is giving them the opportunity to take charge in real leadership roles as he remains 
quietly supportive on the sidelines. These are the professionals who are already deeply involved in the running of 
Wiedmaier’s other enterprises: Julie Albert, director of private dining at Marcel’s and Brasserie Beck; Moez Ben-
Achour, sommelier of Marcel’s; Adnane Kebaier, manager of Marcel’s; chef/partner Brian McBride; and chef de 
cuisine Paul Stearman of Marcel’s. 
 
Located in Bethesda’s Wildwood Shopping Center, Wildwood Kitchen was a totally new concept for the 
award-winning chef: a local kitchen serving casual modern cuisine influenced by the 23 countries surrounding the 
Mediterranean – an area distinctly south of the Franco-Belgian territory with which he is normally associated. Its 
emphasis on coastal offerings and farm-fresh vegetables cooked without butter or cream reflects the healthful diet 
of southern Europe. The menu is also bolstered by a strong wine program, and classic cocktail service.   
 
With executive chef Brandon Shapiro at the helm, the culinary direction leans towards Israel and the Middle East 
with authentic spice from Israeli-born spice guru Lior Lev Sercarz. The seasonally dynamic menus transport guests 
from sun-drenched coasts of Morocco to the colorful market stalls of Lebanon. Dishes range from Roasted Baby 
Beet Salad with Smoked Cinnamon Labneh, Feta, Almond Dukkah and Citrus to Roasted Squash Soup with Spiced 
Honey Cake, Harissa Oil and Date Molasses.  
 
Designed by Peter Hapstak of Hapstak Demetriou, the atmosphere is balanced with rustic exposed beams and 
dark wood, which nod to its name and the natural sources of its menu’s ingredients. A photographic frieze that 
wraps the upper walls of the space depicts a woodland scene complete with blueberries, raspberries, mushrooms, 
deer, owls, hawks, and swallows [see if you can find the yellow bellied sapsucker!]. Sleek metal light fixtures 
suspended from the ceiling mimic the bare branches of the woods in winter.  A large downstairs space is devoted 
to catering, bringing the bounty of Wildwood Kitchen to a broader audience.        
 
Wiedmaier’s investment in his dedicated team is their investment in Wildwood. It’s an unusual move, but not too 
surprising for Wiedmaier, who, for all his classical discipline, is known to enjoy a walk on the wild  side. 
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